
Times are UK 
Time!

Zoom details 
to follow 

Description

9.15 - 10:15 
Main Hall 

Class 

Trigger Point Pilates Mat Work the Fascia Way  feel the difference and sense the  fascia anatomy 
connections.with Lydia Campbell: Using Rollers to TPP Spikey Balls - Our fascia changes daily from sitting, driving 
to constant excessive exercise.Let,s start the day and ease out your body. With a Trigger Point Pilates mat session. 
For a great fascia body work session with the creator Lydia Campbell.In this session we are using long foam 
rollers, long bands and TPP Spikey Balls. You can bring your own equpiment  or even buy your own from us pre 
ordered which you would collect at registration. Please bring your own mat.

9.15 - 10:15 
 Large Studio 

workshop 

MK Men on Balls! With Malcolm Muirhead are you catering for your men!  Join in using the Small Pilates balls and 
enjoy a MK Pilates mat session full of moves that any man would love. Athletes and our sports teams are now training 
daily in Pilates to prevent injury and recover from intense activity. Discover how to cater for the structural differences of 
a man from tight hamstrings too backs while still ensuring you are teaching from a solid Pilates foundation!      

10:30 -11:45
Main Hall 
workshop 

Sit on the IT! The MK Chair with Towels to Bands! Join Michael King of Mk Pilates for a chair pilates workout  that 
is such a fun way. Yet vital for those who cannot easily get to the floor,discover Mk Pilates combinations that your 
clients will love using a chair. Please bring your own small towel for this session. 

10:30 -11:45
 Large Studio 

Workshop  

Understanding the Post Rehab Client and Fascia Pain - Lydia Campbell. This workshop gives you an insight to 
understanding your client's referral pain is it scar tissue, joint to pelvis and sciatica pain? Can equipment help ease 
pain? Discover key factors working with your post rehab client. She will dispel claims on fascia release with gadgets to 
equipment!  Lydia Campbell of Trigger Point Pilates is an integrated Myofascia and functional Pilates teacher trainer to 
therapist.Based on her own rehab and clinic client findings. Using trigger point work and equipment  in Pilates rehab 
mat work since 2002. It Is not about the faster, deeper or harder the better which is so often seen in classes or PT! 

12:00 -13:00 
Main Hall 
Workshop 

MK Spine Flow Sequencing workshop with creator Micheal King of MKPilates.Experince an indepth applied 
workshop focusing on your clients spinal movement and posture. Re aligning the spine to enhancing movement in your 
mat work classes. 

12:00 -13:00 
 Large Studio 

Workshop  

TPP Your class members are Evolving Men and Women! with Lydia Campbell : An insight to the aging fascia 
body and how to help with fascia fitness and Pilates : Aging does not start at post menopause but so much earlier. 
Men age as well and have homone issues affecting the fascia as well. Our world worries about our looks and body 
shape yet no amount of intense exercise,botok to surgery will stop fascia changes.We should think about our brain, the 
nervous systen,diet and movement to slow down the aging process.We have the ability to help ourseleves and our 
clients, when you understand what is happening to the fascia. As it gradually loses its elastic properties.This 
introductory practical workshop will help you learn how to restore and delay the aging process including self fascia 
facial ( clean hands vital bring your own  hand sanitizser ). 

13:00-13:45 Lunch Time  Please bring your own packed lunch.

13:45-14:45
Main Hall 
Workshop  

An Anatomical and practical insight to Breathing In Pilates with Malcolm Muirhead. Discover how to use the 
breath and the power of the breath to much better effect in your Pilates practice and general daily life. Understand the 
anatomical differences with a controlled breath compared to a forced breath. How can a Pilates Lateral 
Thoracic Breath become easier to achieve and what does that do for your everyday breathing? There is a reason 
breath is a key part of many modalities - here is a chance to understand why and how to introduce it to any practice.

15:00 - 16:15 
Saturday 

Studio 
Workshop  

MK Salsa Barre with Michael King: Feel the rythmn of the beat and Michael takes you on an latino musical  journey. 
As you feel power of the core strength and elegance of MK Barre. This session is Ideal for all  your clients of all ages.  

15:15 - 16:15 
Main Hall 
Workshop 

TPP Partner BodyRestore Sense and Relax with the Fascia Connection with Lydia Campbell: In this session you 
need to have clean hands and you can wear masks in the hands on moments. The session will end with an unwinding 
relaxation using a sound bath music. Lydia Campbell will be using Rollers,bands and the TPP Spikey Balls

16:30- 17:00
Main Hall 
Farewell 

  Q&A: The future of Pilates what it means to you, (this is also a time we can sign your attendance cards for 
your Pilates portfolio for the SPM records). With  Michael / Malcolm/ Lydia Farewell Chat and some stretches 
thrown in.  

The Pilates and Fascia Fusion Timetable (v2)

September 11th  Marriots Sports Centre Stevenage 
We are coming to you live! With a hybrid event. It is time to meet again LIVE or on Zoom.

Do not miss at this amazing inspirational training day of Pilates and Fascia workshops to classes. 
The next step in your teaching created by: 

Lydia Campbell of Trigger Point Pilates –&– Michael King of MK Pilates         


